Ms. Kimberly D. Bose  
Secretary, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  
888 First Street, N.E., Dockets, Room 1A, East  
Washington, D.C. 20426

Re:  *Baltimore Gas and Electric Company*, Docket No. ER09-1100-000,  
Informational Filing of 2019 Formula Rate Annual Update; Notice of Annual Meeting

Dear Ms. Bose:

Attached hereby in electronic PDF format for informational purposes in the above-referenced proceeding, please find the 2019 Annual Update of Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (“BGE”) and notice of BGE’s 2019 Annual Meeting on June 7, 2019 at 1 pm at BGE’s corporate offices.

The first attachment is BGE’s fourteenth Annual Update pursuant to the Docket No. ER05-515 settlement approved by the Commission. *Baltimore Gas and Elec. Co., et al.,* 115 FERC ¶ 61,066 (2006). Both attachments have been submitted to PJM for posting on its Internet website via link to the Transmission Service page. BGE’s first four Annual Updates were accepted by Letter Orders issued on April 3, 2007, January 31, 2008, December 16, 2008, and February 17, 2010, respectively. In that latest February 17th Order, the Commission explained, “This letter also advises BGE that Annual Updates in the forthcoming years should be submitted for informational purposes only, in Docket No. ER09-1100-000. Upon receipt, the Commission will not act on or notice the informational filing because the formula rate protocols provide specific procedures for notice, review, and challenges to the Annual Updates.” (Emphasis added.)

This Annual Update shows a recalculation of BGE’s Annual Transmission Revenue Requirements. The Annual Update: (1) contains no expenses or costs that have been alleged or judged in any administrative or judicial proceeding to be illegal, duplicative, or unnecessary costs that are demonstrably the product of discriminatory employment practices, as defined in 18 C.F.R. § 35.13(b)(7); (2) contains no material accounting change (and any accounting change is discussed in applicable disclosure statements filed within the Securities and Exchange Commission Form 10-K and within the FERC Form No. 1); and (3) contains no change to the Post-Employment Benefits other than Pension (“PBOP”)

Very truly yours,  
/s/ Gary E. Guy

cc: All parties on Service Lists in Docket Nos. ER05-515, EL13-48, and EL15-27

---

1 PBOP formula rate inputs are defined in Section 2.h of the formula rate protocols as being pursuant to Financial Accounting Standards No. 106, which covers “Employers’ Accounting for Postretirement Benefits Other Than Pensions.”